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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) incidence based on 2010 American College of Rheumatology (ACR)
criteria in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients and the association between FMS with disease activity, functional status and quality of life (QoL).
Patients and methods: The study included 151 RA patients (32 males, 119 females; mean age 52.4±12.7 years; range 21 to 82 years) and
77 controls (13 males, 64 females; mean age 53.7±10.2 years; range 33 to 73 years). Individuals were classified into four groups based on
presence of RA and FMS. Group 1 included patients with both RA and FMS (n=53), group 2 included patients with RA and without FMS
(n=98), group 3 included controls with FMS (n=15), and group 4 included controls without FMS (n=62). Demographic characteristics,
morning stiffness (MS), pain, Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28), functional and QoL scores were compared among the groups.
Results: No significant differences were found between the four groups as regards the mean age and gender distribution (p>0.05). Higher
pain, MS, DAS28, and QoL scores in the groups with FMS drew attention. While FMS was found in 8.1% of RA patients with remission, it was
found in 53.9% of patients with active RA, and in 19.5% of controls.
Conclusion: Although FMS incidence in patients with RA was higher compared to controls without inflammatory disease, FMS evaluated
with 2010 ACR diagnostic criteria was found to be common in the general population. DAS28 and inflammatory markers were higher in RA
patients with FMS; thus, it has been concluded that sleep disorder and widespread pain caused by active disease may facilitate the diagnosis
of FMS.
Keywords: Disease Activity Score; fibromyalgia; rheumatoid arthritis.

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a progressive
inflammatory disease characterized with erosive
synovitis, cartilage and bone damages. Structural
damage may lead to functional limitations and
impaired quality of life (QoL).[1]
Rheumatoid arthritis may also be associated
with fibromyalgia, which is a common syndrome
characterized with widespread pain, tenderness in
muscles, fatigue and sleep disorders.[2,3] Incidence of
fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) was reported between
2%-8% in the general population while this incidence
increased to 12-21% in RA patients.[4-9]
Although 1990 American College of Rheumatology
(ACR) criteria were used for fibromyalgia diagnosis
for many years, they did not include accompanying

fatigue, sleep disorders, cognitive and mental
disorders.[10-12] Current ACR fibromyalgia criteria were
developed by Wolfe et al.[13] in 2010. It has been shown
that the frequency of fibromyalgia is higher and
the gender distribution may change when assessed
with the new criteria.[14] Co-existent FMS in RA
complicates assessing disease activity, and affects QoL
and functional status.[2,9]
While there are studies investigating the frequency
of fibromyalgia in patients with rheumatic disease, it is
notable that the number of studies based on 2010 ACR
FMS diagnostic criteria is limited. Therefore, in this
study, we aimed to evaluate FMS incidence based on
2010 ACR criteria in RA patients and the association
between FMS with disease activity, functional status
and QoL.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS
This cross-sectional study was carried in
Ankara Numune Training and Research Hospital
between January 2015 and July 2015 and included
151 patients with RA (32 males, 119 females; mean
age 52.4±12.7 years; range, 21 to 82 years) who met
the 2010 ACR/European League Against Rheumatism
RA classification criteria. Seventy-seven individuals
(13 males, 64 females; mean age 53.7±10.2 years; range,
33 to 73 years) who applied to the outpatient clinic,
underwent laboratory tests for different reasons and
had no inflammatory rheumatic disease were evaluated
as a control group. All individuals in this study were
assessed according to 2010 ACR diagnostic criteria
for fibromyalgia. The study protocol was approved by
the Ankara Numune Training and Research Hospital
local Scientific Investigations Evaluation and Ethics
Committee. A written informed consent was obtained
from each participant. The study was conducted in
accordance with the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki.
Individuals younger than 18 years of age and older
than 85 years of age, with severe cognitive problems,
active cancer, severe organ failure, or severe neurologic
problems (multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, stroke, spinal diseases, etc.) were excluded.
Cases with the diagnosis of acute lumber strain,
gonarthrosis, or minor muscle injuries were included
in the control group. Patients currently receiving
treatment for FMS were not included. All of the
participants’ physical examinations and questionnaires
were performed by the same physician.
Demographic characteristics of all cases
participating in the study were recorded.
Body Mass Index (BMI) values were calculated.
Body Mass Index values were classified as normal
weight (18-25 kg/m²), overweight (25.1-29.9 kg/m²)
and obese (>30kg/m²).[15]
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive
protein (CRP), rheumatoid factor (RF), anticitrullinated cyclic protein (anti-CCP) levels were
recorded. Disease duration and the age at the onset of
disease were interrogated in patients diagnosed with
RA. Periods of morning stiffness (MS), tender and
swollen joint count (TJC and SJC), visual analog scale
(VAS, 0-10 cm) pain scores and patient and physician
global assessment of disease activity (PGA and PhGA)
were recorded.
by

The activity of the disease was assessed
Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28-ESR).

Disease Activity Score 28 results were considered as
remission (DAS28 ≤2.6), low disease activity (>2.6 and
≤3.2) moderate disease activity (>3.2 and ≤5.1) and
high disease activity (>5.1).[16,17] Health Assessment
Questionnaire (HAQ) Turkish version was used for
functional status.[18] Quality of life was evaluated
with 36-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) and
Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) Turkish
version.[19,20]
Patients were classified into four groups based on
the presence of RA and FMS. Group 1 included patients
with both RA and FMS, group 2 included patients with
RA and without FMS, group 3 included controls with
FMS, and group 4 included controls without FMS.
Demographic characteristics (age, gender and BMI),
laboratory results, MS, VAS pain, PGA, PhGA, DAS28,
HAQ, SF-36 and FIQ scores were compared among the
groups.
Rheumatoid arthritis patients were divided as
those in remission (DAS28 ≤2.6) and those with
active disease (DAS28 >2.6). Fibromyalgia syndrome
incidence was compared between remission, active
disease and control groups.
Factors considered that can be effective on
development of FMS in patients with RA (age, gender,
BMI, ESR, CRP, DAS28, VAS pain, PGA, PhGA) were
included in statistical analyses.
Statistical analysis
IBM SPSS for Windows version 20.0 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk. NY, USA) package program was used for
statistical analyses. Shapiro-Wilk test was used to
test normality and according to the results, age was
normally distributed. General descriptive statistics
were summarized as mean ± standard deviation
and median (minimum-maximum) for continuous
variables. Number and percent (%) were used for
categorical variables. When analyzing the differences
of the continuous variables between the two groups,
the t-test for two independent groups was used for
data with normal distribution, and Mann-Whitney
U test was used for data without normal distribution.
The homogeneity of the distributions of categorical
variables was determined using chi-square or Fisher’s
exact tests. The effect size of the presence of RA in
the appearance of fibromyalgia was calculated by the
odds ratio. The variables were compared between the
patients subdivided into four groups according to
the presence/absence of RA and FMS using one-way
analysis of variance. Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni) were
used to establish differences between these groups.
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Table 1. Characteristics of rheumatoid arthritis patients and control group and frequency of fibromyalgia
Rheumatoid arthritis group (n=151)
n

%

Age (year)
Gender
Female
Male
Age at onset of RA
Disease duration (month)
DAS28
Rheumatoid factor (+)
Anti CCP (+)
BMI (kg/m²)
Obese cases

110
112

72.8
74.2

100

With FMS

53

119
32

Control group (n=77)

Mean±SD

Median

Min-Max

52.4±12.7

54

21-82

78.8
21.2

n

%

Mean±SD

Median

Min-Max

p*

53.7±10.2

52

33-73

0.654¶

64
13

83.1
16.9

66.2

59

76.6

0.072¥
0.106§

35.1

15

19.5

0.015*§

40.9±12.2
139.1±91.9
3.2±1.3

41
120
3.1

18-66
6-468
0.5-6.5

28.4±6.1

27.6

14.9-49.8

0.439§

26.7±4.1

26.6

18.0-37.0

SD: Standard deviation; RA: Rheumatoid arthritis; DAS28: Disease Activity Score 28; CCP: Citrullinated cyclic protein; BMI: Body Mass Index; FMS: Fibromyalgia syndrome; * p<0.05 statistically
significant; ¶ Independent samples t-test; § Chi-square test; ¥ Mann-Whitney U test.

The threshold for statistical significance was set at
p<0.05.

RESULTS
No difference was found between the patients with
RA and the control group as regards age, gender and
BMI values. Demographic characteristics of the cases
included in the study are given in Table 1.
When patients were evaluated with DAS28, it was
seen that 62 patients achieved remission, 15 patients
had low disease activity, 59 patients had moderate
disease activity, and 15 patients had high disease
activity.
Fifty-three of the patients with RA were diagnosed
with FMS based on 2010 ACR criteria, while

15 individuals in the control group were diagnosed
with FMS. Fibromyalgia syndrome incidence was
significantly higher in patients with RA than the
control group (Table 1). Presence of RA increased the
probability of FMS approximately 2.2 times (odds
ratio: 2.23 [1.16-4.31; 95% confidence interval]).
Positivity of RF and anti-CCP was evaluated
between the groups with or without FMS in RA patients.
Rheumatoid factor was positive in 67.9% and 75.5%
and anti-CCP was positive in 71.7% and 76.5% of the
patients with or without FMS, respectively (p>0.05).
Study participants were divided into four groups
based on the presence of RA and FMS (group 1: RA+,
FMS+; group 2: RA+, FMS-; group 3: RA-, FMS+,
group 4: RA- , FMS-). No statistically significant

Table 2. Morning stiffness, disease activity, pain and functional status in patients divided into four groups according to
presence of fibromyalgia and rheumatoid arthritis

Morning stiffness (minute)
VAS pain
DAS 28
CRP (mg/dL)
ESR (mm/h)
Patient global assessment
PhGA
HAQ

Group 1
(RA+, FMS+) (n=53)

Group 2
(RA+, FMS-) (n=98)

Group 3
(RA-, FMS+) (n=15)

Group 4
(RA-, FMS-) (n=62)

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

p

64.4±77.9
6.2±2
4.4±1
13.1±15
23±17
5.8±1.9
4.4±1.6
1.63±0.68

26±56.1
2.3±2.1
2.6±1
10±12.8
19.5±12.1
1.8±2
1.7±1.6
0.62±0.64

46±43.3
7±1.7
3.4±1
3.7±3.6
20.8±14
5.2±2.6
4.3±1.3
0.72±0.60

1.5±4.2
2±2
1.7±0.5
2.5±2.7
11.3 ±7.3
1.5±1.6
1.4±1.3
0.32±0.44

0.000*,a,c,d,e,f
0.000*,a,c,d,f
0.000*,a,c,d,f
0.000*,b,c,d,e
0.000*,c,e,f
0.000*,a,c,d,f
0.000*,a,c,d,f
0.000*,a,b,c

RA: Rheumatoid arthritis; FMS: Fibromyalgia syndrome; SD: Standard deviation; VAS: Visual analog scale; DAS28: Disease Activity Score 28; CRP: C-reactive protein;
ESR: Erythrocyte sedimentation rate; PhGA: Physician global assessment; HAQ: Health Assessment Questionnaire; * p<0.05 statistically significant; ** One-way analysis of
variance test; a: Difference between groups 1 and 2; b: Difference between groups 1 and 3; c: Difference between groups 1 and 4; d: Difference between groups 2 and 3; e: Difference
between groups 2 and 4; f: Difference between groups 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Short form 36 and Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire results of participant divided into four groups according to
presence of rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia
Group 1
(RA+, FMS+) (n=53)

Group 2
(RA+, FMS-) (n=98)

Group 3
(RA-, FMS+) (n=15)

Group 4
(RA-, FMS-) (n=62)

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

p

33.5±22.2
22.6±38.6
35.2±17.4
33.4±17.9
34.1 ±20.5
45.7 ±22.1
33.9 ±43.1
49.8 ±19.6
58.2±17.6

71±22.4
75.5±37.1
66.8±22.7
56.9±21.3
64±21.1
77.8±20.8
78.5±35.5
71.1±18.1
19.7±16

60.6±22
50±40
44.7±20.3
45.1±22
47.6±26.5
63.3±25.2
71.1±41.5
64.5±20.9
43.7±18

75.3±27.7
83.8±42.5
71.4±21.3
68.5±15.7
66.2±17
79.5±20.5
81.1±30.5
85.5±119.1
14.9±12.8

0.000*a,b,c
0.000*a,b,c,f
0.000*a,c,d,f
0.000*a,c,e,f
0.000*a,c,d,f
0.000*a,b,c
0.000*a,b,c
0.029*c
0.000*a,c,d,f

Physical functioning
Physical role
Pain
General health
Vitality
Social functioning
Emotional role
Mental health
FIQ

RA: Rheumatoid arthritis; FMS: Fibromyalgia syndrome; SD: Standard deviation; FIQ: Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire; * p<0.05 statistically significant; ** One-way analysis
of variance test; a: Difference between groups 1 and 2; b: Difference between groups 1 and 3; c: Difference between groups 1 and 4; d: Difference between groups 2 and 3; e:
Difference between groups 2 and 4; f: Difference between groups 3 and 4.

Table 4. Fibromyalgia frequency and acute phase reactants in rheumatoid arthritis patients and control groups
RA patients with active disease
(DAS28 >2.6) (n=89)
With FMS
CRP (mg/L)
ESR (mm/h)
TJC
PGA

n

%

48

53.9

Mean±SD

RA patients in remission
(DAS28 ≤2.6) (n=62)
n

%

5

8.1

14.1±16.3
25.0±15.7
16.6±14.1
4.7±2.3

Mean±SD
6.9±6.7
14.6±8.4
0.5±1.3
1.1±1.7

Control group
n=77
n

%

15

19.5

Mean±SD

p

2.7±2.9
13.2±9.7
2.1±6.0
2.2±2.3

0.000¶
0.000a,b**
0.000a,b**
0.000a,b,c**
0.000a,b,c**

RA: Rheumatoid arthritis; DAS28: Disease Activity Score 28; SD: Standard deviation; FMS: Fibromyalgia syndrome; CRP: C-reactive protein; ESR: Erythrocyte sedimentation rate;
TJC: Tender joint count; PGA: Patient’s global assessment; * p<0.05 statistically significant; ¶ Chi-square test; ** one-way analysis of variance test; a: Difference between active
disease and remission groups; b: Difference between active disease and control groups; c: Difference between remission and control groups.

differences were found between the groups as
regards the mean age, gender distribution and mean
BMI (p>0.05). Disease activity, MS, VAS pain, CRP
and HAQ values and QoL were compared among
the four groups. Higher VAS pain, MS and DAS28
in the groups with fibromyalgia (groups 1 and 3)
drew attention. The highest HAQ score was found
in group 1, and the difference was statistically
significant compared to the other three groups
(p<0.05) (Table 2).
Quality of life was evaluated with generic and
disease-specific QoL questionnaires. Eight parameters
of SF-36 were analyzed among the four groups.
Although all parameters were lower in group 1, the
difference was not statistically significant between
groups with fibromyalgia (groups 1 and 3) in terms of
pain, general health and vitality parameters. All SF-36
parameters except mental health scores decreased with
FMS presence in RA patients. In the control group,

the SF-36 pain, general health and vitality scores were
lower in the FMS patients. The highest FIQ scores were
in groups 1 and 3, respectively. The QoL scores of the
groups and analyses are shown in Table 3.
Incidence of FMS was analyzed in RA patients
in remission (DAS28 ≤2.6) and with active disease
(DAS28 >2.6) and the control group (Table 4). While
FMS was found in 8.1% of RA patients with remission,
it was found in 53.9% of patients with active RA, and in
19.5% of controls. Fibromyalgia syndrome frequency
in active RA patients was significantly higher than the
other groups (p<0.05).
Disease Activity Score 28 parameters (ESR, TJC,
SJC, PGA) were analyzed in RA patients with remission
and those with active disease. In the group with active
disease, both the subjective (TJC, PGA) and objective
parameters (laboratory parameters) were higher than
the patients in remission (Table 4).
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that FMS frequency
increased in RA patients compared to individuals
without inflammatory diseases. Functional scores and
QoL deteriorated in FMS cases. It was noted that
disease activity was high in the majority of patients
with RA who were diagnosed with FMS.
While FMS incidence was reported between 2.2%
and 6.6% in the general population,[21-23] it was found
between 6.6% and 22.4% in patients with RA.[9,24,25]
Although the prevalence of FMS was 1.1% with 1990
criteria in Vincent et al.’s study,[14] the frequency
of FMS in a random sample from the same patient
group was 6.36% using 2010 ACR criteria. Wolfe et
al.[26] showed a FMS incidence of 21.1% in RA patients
using the modified 2010 ACR diagnostic criteria for
fibromyalgia. Fibromyalgia syndrome frequency may
change according to the diagnostic criteria. In this
study, FMS frequency (35.1%) was higher in patients
with RA than control group (19.5%). The high ratios
of FMS in both RA patients and the control group
have drawn attention. Evaluation with 2010 ACR
fibromyalgia diagnostic criteria may be effective on the
high FMS ratios of this study.
In several studies, it was argued that fibromyalgia
increases disease activity scores in RA patients.
Disease Activity Score 28 were higher in RA patients
with FMS compared to those without FMS.[2,9,25,27]
In these studies, higher DAS28 were found to be
associated with higher subjective parameters rather
than objective disease activity. On the other hand,
it should be remembered that patients with RA
can easily meet the FMS criteria in relation with
the increased widespread pain and sleep disorders
related to inf lammation. In our study, patients were
classified according to disease activity as remission
(DAS28 ≤2.6) and active disease (DAS28 >2.6) in
order to distinguish the increase in DAS28 due to
the subjective parameters with presence of FMS
or objective disease activity that may facilitate the
diagnosis of FMS. Fibromyalgia syndrome frequency
in the RA cases with active disease was significantly
higher than cases in remission and the control
group. The objective criteria including SJC and ESR
were significantly higher in RA patients with active
disease when DAS28 parameters (ESR, TJC, SJC,
and PGA) were analyzed in the same three groups.
According to obtained results, it was concluded that
higher DAS28 in our patients were related to objective
disease activity rather than the effects of FMS, and
active disease may facilitate FMS diagnosis.
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Rheumatoid arthritis causes functional disability
in long term due to the joint damage. There are
evidences that presence of FMS in RA patients reduce
the QoL, increases functional impairment and HAQ
scores.[21,27-32] In our study, HAQ scores were higher in
patients with RA and FMS together. Quality of life was
compared between the four groups. Fibromyalgia Impact
Questionnaire scores were higher in individuals with
FMS compared to those without FMS. All parameters
of SF-36 score except mental health decreased with
FMS presence in RA patients. In the control group, the
SF-36 pain, general health and vitality scores were lower
in the FMS patients. It is known that age and disease
duration are factors that affect the functional status and
QoL in RA.[33,34] Functional disability and QoL scores
were higher in the patients with FMS although there
was no difference between groups in terms of age and
disease duration. Also, all parameters of SF-36 were
worse in control group with FMS than the RA patients
without FMS. Tander et al.[29] and Strömbeck et al.[35]
demonstrated poor QoL scores in patients with FMS
than the RA patients. In a study from Turkey, general
health, social function, and emotional role results of
FMS patients were worse when compared with RA
patients. Although FMS does not lead to joint damage
and deformity, it may affect the QoL more than RA.
A relatively small patient population in
group 3 and unknown previous detailed FMS history
of the patients may be considered as the limitations
of our study. Additionally, our study design was
cross sectional; therefore, longitudinal studies with
larger samples are needed to confirm our preliminary
findings.
In conclusion, FMS incidence increases in RA
patients; however, severe disease activity may facilitate
fibromyalgia diagnosis due to the inflammationrelated widespread pain. Therefore, tight control of
disease activity should be considered before FMS
diagnosis in a RA patient.
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